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How editors and designers 
fail to meet readers’ needs
Failure to meet readers’ needs 
is caused by lack of story telling, 
impenetrable design, and infor-
mation that hasn’t been shown 
to be useful to the reader.

What are readers’ needs?
Need 1: Attractive presentation
Good magazine design is about 
more than an attractive presenta-
tion or a catchy, creative headline. 
These are used when there is no 
clear purpose to an article. In nor-
mal circumstances, not very much 
is done at all to make information 
accessible.
NO Ugly presentation
YES Attractive presentation

Need 2: Catchy/creative headline
NO Dull/confusing headline 
YES Catchy/creative headline

Need 3: Reveal story immediately
Good design must reveal the story 
both immediately and memorably. 
The story is almost always buried 
in the text. Either read it to decide 
for yourself what is worthy of be-
ing given prominence or ask the 
editor (who usually knows what the 
story peg is) what the main point 
of the article is. Then, rather than 
illustrate a headline and arrange 
pictures, you can really communi-
cate an idea.
NO Obscures story
YES Reveals story immediately

Need 4: Reveal story memorably
NO Doesn’t reveal story memorably
YES Reveals story memorably

Need 5: Creativity must serve 
the message
Refocus creativity to serve, not 
amuse. Serve by telling what the 
story is about; making the import-
ant elements clear, even if they are 
ugly; making readers care about 
the story, even if they don’t want 
to.
NO Creativity that amuses
YES Creativity that illuminates 

meaning

Need 6: Clear hierarchy to guide
Have a clear hierarchy to guide 
readers to sequential impressions.
NO Poor or no hierarchy that con-

fuses
YES Clear hierarchy that guides

Need 7: Show story’s purpose
Get inside the story and show its 
purpose creatively
NO Automatic presentation
YES Thoughtful predigestion

Need 8: Make reader care
Make reader care about every 
story by showing its relevance to 
them
NO Merely “Supposed to”
YES Intelligent sales and industrial 

tool

Need 9: Have fun
You can’t bore readers into caring 
about a story. Stay fresh as a visu-
al communicator (whether designer 
or editor) by taking risks and trying 
new things. The risks that are most 
defendable are those that reveal 
the story.
NO Not having fun
YES Having fun – wish I worked 

there

How to [re]identify readers’ 
needs: Dissect your magazine’s 
purpose statement
Have an annual meeting to refresh 
the staff’s understanding of the 
magazine’s purpose and mission. 
Discuss and make changes to keep 
serving the changing needs of your 
readers. Each participant must de-
velop three new ways to personally 
implement the purpose statement.

How to [re]identify readers’ 
needs: Review publisher’s reader 
profile
Renew — or initiate — conscious 
research into who your readers are 
and what they care about. Make 
changes in your content.

How to [re]identify readers’ 
needs: Ads are a mirror of your 
typical reader
Advertisers are keenly aware 
that consumers must recognize 
themselves in their ads or the ads 
will be ignored. What can ads in 
your magazine tell you about your 
readers? Cut up the most recent 
issue, pin it on a very long wall and 
define your readers by noting a set 
of “mirrors.”

How to [re]identify readers’ 
needs: Meet half day off site to 
discuss reader profile
Formulate a plan that does three 
things: allows readers to see them-
selves identified in the pages of 
your magazine; makes your mag-
azine a more valuable product in 
their opinions; and rejuvenates 
your staff. What are real attributes 
and what are “feelings” about 
readers?
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Uncover and reveal the story 
from raw materials
Bring a bunch of semi-related 
elements into alignment toward 
a common goal: the “story peg.” 
There is a vast difference between 
raw elements & designed pages: it 
has to do more with communica-
tion than prettification.

How have reading habits changed 
with the Web?
There are more similarities than 
differences between Web and mag-
azine design. Obviously, magazine 
pages don’t scroll or have links. On 
the other hand, Web pages don’t 
have lasting physical presence 
and can’t be flipped through as 
browsing requires. Web reading is 
different and it must be considered 
as an ingredient for keeping your 
magazine current and useful.
Observe the way you read online 
and think about how you might ac-
commodate this approach for your 
printed words.

Competing with the Web
The Web is an infinite source for 
information. We think of the Web 
as a place where “it’s all there.” A 
magazine can’t have nearly as 
much information, but it can act as 
an important and valuable entry 
point for what is useful on the Web.
Use Web connectivity: List URLs
Develop your magazine’s Web 
presence to make it a cherished 
and often-visited friend between 
issues. Your finite information 
source (the magazine) guides se-
lectively to your infinite source 
(your online site or the Web in 
general).

Tips and tricks to catching and 
keeping a reader’s attention
NO Be long winded and look it
YES Keep it short

NO Hide importance (of inherently 
valuable content)

YES Show off importance (of in-
herently valuable content)

NO Just lay out and “organize”
YES Add value

NO Have too few/too many levels 
of type

YES Offer exactly three levels of 
typographic information to let 
browser make an informed deci-
sion to read

NO Have only a single entry point
YES Provide two or three entry 

points to catch reluctant brows-
ers and liven pages

NO Make it hard for a browser to 
commit to a story

YES Make it easy for a browser to 
commit to a story
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